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ABSTRACT 
We construct  quasi-Hopf algebras quantiz ing double extensions of the 
Manin pairs of Drinfeld, associated to a curve with a meromorphic dif- 
ferential, and the Lie algebra 8[2. This construct ion makes use of an 
analysis of the vertex relations for the quantum groups obtained in our 
earlier work, PBW-type  results and computat ion of R-matrices for them; 
its key step is a faztorization of the twist operator elating "conjugated" 
versions of these quantum groups. 
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Introduct ion 
In [6], V. Drinfeld introduced Manin pairs, attached to an absolutely simple Lie 
algebra over a complex curve X with a meromorphic differential w. In the case 
where the genus of X is zero or one, special cases of his construction give rise to 
Manin triples, whose quantization are the Yangians, quantum affine algebras and 
elliptic algebras. Drinfeld posed the problem of quantizing these general Manin 
pairs, in the sense of quasi-Hopf algebras. 
In this paper, we solve this problem in the untwisted case where the Lie algebra 
is equal to a ® C(X), a --s[2, for an arbitrary curve X. 
In that case, Drinfeld's Manin pair presents itself as follows. Let S be a finite 
set of points of X containing the zeroes and poles of w, ks be the local field at 
each s E S, and k = (~ses ks. Endow a @ k with the scalar product given by the 
tensor product of the Killing form of a and (f, gtk :- ~-~es ress(fgoJ). Let R be 
the ring of functions on X, regular outside S; it can be viewed as a subring of k. 
The ring R is a Lagrangian (that is, maximal isotropic) subspace of k (a proof 
of this fact is in the Appendix), so that (a ® k, a @ R) forms a Manin pair. 
In our earlier paper [8], we introduced a double extension (g,gR) of this Martin 
pair. The Lie algebra g is a direct sum (a ® k) @ CD @ CK, with K a central 
element and D a derivation element, and gR is equal to (a ® R) @ CD. In [8], 
we considered a certain Manin triple (g,g+,g_), obtained from this pair by a 
classical twist, and we constructed a quantization Uhg of this Manin triple. 
Let us describe in more detail the Manin triple of [8]. Let a -- n+ • ~) ~3 n_ 
be a Cartan decomposition of a. Let A be a Lagrangian complement of R in 
k. The Lie algebra g+ is then defined as (1) ® R) @ (n+ ® k) @ CD, and 1~- as 
® A) • (n_ ® k) • CK. 
The Manin triple (g, g+, g_) has the following interpretation. Recall that the 
affine Weyl group of 1~ is the semi-direct product of a group of translations, 
isomorphic to Z s , with the Weyl group of a S. The triple (g, g+, g_) can then be 
viewed as the limit, for the length of the Weyl group element becoming infinite, 
of the triple obtained from (g, gR, {~h) [with gA = (a®A) @CK] by conjugation by 
an affine Weyl group element corresponding to a positive translation. A similar 
procedure had been employed earlier by Drinfeld in [6]. We recall the results of 
[8] in sections 1 and 2. 
Let us now describe the main points of the present work. We first construct 
a subalgebra UhgR C Uhg; this inclusion deforms the inclusion of Lie algebras 
gR C g (section 4). This construction is as follows. The main difficulty of [8] was 
to produce the correct relations for the quantum counterparts of the algebras 
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generated by n± ® k. These relations are presented in terms of generating series; 
they are usually called vertex relations. We observe that there exists a system of 
such relations, in which the products of generating series are multiplied by scalar 
functions belonging to R ® R. This system can be modified so as to define vertex 
relations for an algebra Uh~R (section 4.1), which turns out to be a deformation 
of the enveloping algebra UgR (section 4.2). To show that this algebra is indeed 
a subalgebra of Uhl~, we have to establish Poincar~-Birkhoff-Witt (PBW) type 
results for Uhf~ (Proposition 3.2). These results follow from general similar results 
on algebras presented by vertex relations (section 3.1). 
Let A denote the coproduct of Uhg. The subalgebra UhgR then satisfies 
A(Ut~t~R) C Uhtj~UhlJR (see Proposition 4.4). This motivates the following con- 
struction. 
Consider the Mania triple (g, ~+, ~_), obtained from (l~, I~R, l~h) as the limit of 
conjugations by negative translations (or equivalently, from (g, g+, g_) by con- 
jugation by card(S) copies of the nontrivial element of the Weyl group of a). 
Using the results of [8], it is easy to produce a quantization (Uh~, A) of this 
Manin triple. We then show that the Hopf algebras Ung and Uh~ are isomorphic 
as algebras (Proposition 2.3), and their coproducts are conjugated under some 
F E Uhl~ 2 (Proposition 5.4), which also satisfies cocycle identities (Proposition 
5.3); in other words, both Hopf algebras are connected by a twist, in the sense 
of [6]. Let us explain how this result is obtained. 
F is constructed as ~ c~ i ® c~i, for (c~i), (c~i) dual bases of the subalgebras 
Uhn+ and Uhn- of Uhl~ generated by the deformations of n+ ® k. The universal 
R-matrices of (Uh~h A) and (Uh~, A) are then expressed simply as the products of
F and a factor K; depending on the Cartan modes (Proposition 5.2). One checks 
that K: is a twist connecting/~ and A ~ (Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3). (A' is A composed 
with the permutation of factors.) Therefore, since 7~ -1 is a twist connecting A ~ 
and A, it follows that F is a twist connecting A and A (Propsosition 5.3 and 
5.4). 
On the other hand, we have A(UhI~R) C UhgR6Uh9 (Proposition 4.4). 
It is then easy to see that any factorization of F of the form F = F2F1, 
F1 E Uho ® UhI~R, F2 E UhI~R ® Uhl~, yields an algebra morphism A R from UMJR 
to Uhl~ 2, by the formula Aa -- Ad(F1) o A. Moreover, the associator 55 of 
the quasi-Hopf algebra obtained from Uhg by the twist by F1, belongs to Uhg~ 3 
(Proposition 6.4). A simple argument shows that the antipode SR of Uhg corre- 
sponding to this twist, preserves UhI~R. This shows that (Uhf~R, AR~ 55, SR) is a 
sub-quasi-Hopf algebra of the twist by F1 of (Unl~, A). 
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To obtain a factorization of F is thus the key point of our construction. This 
is achieved in section 6.1. Any possible solution (F1,F2) of the factorization 
identity is expressed simply in terms of left and right UhgR-module maps II, H I 
from Unit to UhI~R applied to F, and of variable lements of Uhg~R 2. The difficulty 
is to show that for some choice of those elements, the factorization identity is 
satisfied. This is equivalent to showing that F- I [ ( I I  ® 1)F] and [(1 ® I I ' )F]F -1 
belong to Uh~ ® UhgR, resp. to UhgR @ Uhl~. For this, we use the pairing between 
the quantizations Uhl~+ and Uhg- of ~1+ and it-, and the computation of the 
orthogonals of their intersections with U ttR (Proposition 5.5). 
We close the paper by some remarks related to our construction. We observe 
that the quasi-Hopf algebras Uhft and UhgR fit in an inductive system w.r.t, the 
relation S C S ~, and that the corresponding inductive limit is a quantization 
of double extensions of the adelic versions of Drinfeld's Manin pairs (section 
6.3). We also find an algebra utomorphism of Uhg, deforming the action of the 
generator of the Weyl group of a (section 6.4). Section 7 is devoted to analogues 
and generalizations of Uhg. In 7.1, we exploit he fact that the central terms occur 
only in the exponential form exp(hKO) [where 0 is the derivation of k defined by 
Of = df/w] to construct analogues of Uhf~, where exp(hKO) is replaced by a more 
general automorphism of k. In 7.2, we construct analogues of those algebras and 
of their Weyl group automorphism, associated with discrete sets. 
An expression of F was given in an earlier version of this work. However, this 
expression is not correct, as it was pointed out in [4]. In Remark 7.4, we discuss 
this problem and how this modifies the proofs of the results of [8, 9], which remain 
valid. 
Let us now mention some possible xtensions of this work. It is natural to ask 
how the algebras introduced here depend on the pair (X, w). The algebra Un~ 
probably possesses level 1 modules imilar to those studied in the Yangian and 
quantum affine cases. It would then be interesting to study quantum Knizhnik- 
Zamolodchikov type equations for traces of corresponding intertwining operators. 
Another subject of interest could be the representation theory of UngR. In [8], 
we studied level zero representations of Ung, indexed by formal discs around 
each point of S; these representations are also UngR-modules, and as such their 
parameter could probably take values outside those discs. 
Finally, the question arises whether the formulas defining Ung can be written 
is closed form (rather than in the sense of formal series) and can be analytically 
continued to complex values of h. In general, the solution to this problem might 
be related to functional equations atisfied by the structure constants of this 
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algebra. Let us however mention two cases where the answer to this question 
is positive. One of them is when X is an elliptic curve, and w = dz. This case 
was treated by G. Felder and one of us ([8]). We showed, using arguments of 
the present paper, the connection of the algebra Uhg with the elliptic quantum 
groups of [12]. The other case was treated in [11]. There we study the case of a 
genus > 1 curve X, with differential w regular and having only double poles. In 
that case, the structure constants of Uh~ involve some theta-functions and odd 
theta-characteristics of X. Also let us mention the work [3], where "analytic" 
algebras with close analogy to Uhl~ were introduced. 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: We would like to express our thanks to V. Fock, C. 
Fronsdal, S. Khoroshkin, D. Lebedev, S. Majid, N. Reshetikhin and M. Semenov- 
Tian-Shansky for discussions about this work. The second author is supported 
by grant RFFI-96-01-01101. 
1. Man in  pairs  and  tr ip les  
1.1 COMPLETED TENSOR PRODUCTS AND ALGEBRAS. Let V, W be complex 
Tate's vector spaces (see [2] for the definition; the only examples of Tate's vector 
spaces we will use are either discrete or isomorphic to the sum of a finite number 
of copies of a field of Laurent power series in one variable). 
The completed tensor product of V and W is defined as the inverse limit 
lim (Y ® W/Vo ® Wb), 
+-a,b 
Va, Wb being a system of vector spaces that consitute neighborhoods of zero in 
If, W, and denoted by V@W. For example, with V -- C((v)) and W = C((w)) 
endowed with the v- and w-adic topologies, we have V@W = C[[v, w]][v -1, w -1] 
which we will denote as C((v, w)). 
With the same notation, the completed tensor algebra of V is defined as 
@V~? n, 
i>_0 
and endowed with the obvious product, and denoted by T(V) ~. These objects are 
independent of the basis of neighborhoods chosen. 
V@W (resp. T(V) ^ ) is a separated complete topological vector space (resp. 
algebra), with a basis of neighborhoods of zero given by 
lim (V,~ ® W~/V,~ ® Wb) 
.~..-a,b 
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(resp. the subalgebras generated by the In). 
We will also define V~W as the inverse limit 
lim (V @ W)/(Va ® W + V ® Wb), 
+--a,b 
whose topology is defined by the basis of neighborhoods of zero given by 
lim (V,~ @ W + Y ® Wm)/(Va ® W + Y ® Wb). 
+--a,b 
1.2 MANIN PAIRS AND TRIPLES. Let X be a smooth, connected, compact 
complex curve, and w be a nonzero meromorphic differential on X. Let S be a 
finite set of points of X, containing the set So of its zeros and poles. For each 
s C S, let ks be the local field at s and 
k = (~ks .  
sES 
Let R be the ring of meromorphic functions on X, regular outside S; R can be 
viewed as a subring of k. R is endowed with the discrete topology and k with its 
usual (formal series) topology. Let us define on k the bilinear form 
(f, g>k = E ress(fgw), 
scS 
and the derivation 
Of = df/w. 
We will use the notation ~(A) -- ~ ® A, for any ring A over C and complex Lie 
algebra ~:. 
Let a = M2(C). Define on a(k) the bilinear form (,)a(k) by 
(x ® y ® = (x, . )k  
for x, y E a, e, ~ E k, (,)a being the Killing form of a, the derivation 0a(k) by 
Oa(k) (x ® e) = x ® Oe, for x E a, e E k, and the cocycle 
= O.(k:>.(k ). 
Let ~ be the central extension of a(k) by this cocycle. We then have 
--- a(k) @ CK, 
with bracket such that K is central, and [~, ~/] -- ([4, q], c(~, ~)K), for any ~, r/E 
with first components 4,~/. 
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Let us denote by 0~ the derivation of ~ defined by 0~(~, 0) = (0a(k)~, 0) and 
08(K)  : 0. 
Let g be the skew product of 1~ with 0ft. We have 
g = f ieCD,  
with bracket such that 1~ --~ g, ( ~+ (~, 0) is a Lie algebra morphism, and 
[D, ((, 0)] = (08 ((), 0) for ( E g. 
View a(k) as a subspace of It : g ® CD = a(k) ® CK (9 CD, by ( ~-+ ((, 0, 0). 
Define on t~ the pairing (,)~ by (K,D)~ = 1, (K,a(k)}~ = (D,a(k)}~ : O, 
(~, r/)g = {~, r/),(k) for ~, r/E a(k). 
Endow a(k) with (,)a(k)- The subspace a(R) C a(k) is a maximal isotropic sub- 
algebra of a(k), as follows from Lemma 7.2. Drinfeld's Manin pair is (a(k), a(R)) 
(see [6]). In [8], we introduced the following extension of this pair. Let gR = 
a(R) @ CD; fir C g is a maximal isotropic subalgebra of g. The extended Drin- 
feld's Marlin pair of [8] is then (g, gR). 
In [8], we also introduced the following Manin triple. Let A be a Lagrangian 
complement to R in k, commensurable with (~ses O8 (where O8 is the completed 
local ring at s). Let n+ = Ce, n_ = C f ,  b = Ch. Let 
g+ = ~(R) en+(k)  eCD,  ~_ = (~ ®A) . . _ (k )  .OK;  
then g = g+ @ fl-, and both g+ and g_ are maximal isotropic subalgebras of g. 
The Manin triple is then (g,g+,g_). 
We will also consider the following Manin triple, which we may consider as 
being obtained from the previous one by the action of the nontrivial element of 
the Weyl group of a. Let 
~+=O(R)@n_(k)®CD, ~_=(O®A)®n+(k)®CK;  
then (g, ~+, g-)  again forms a Manin triple. 
Remark 1.1 (Generalizations): It is straightforward to generalize the centerless 
versions of the Manin pairs and triples introduced above, as well as (as we will 
see) of their quantizations, to the case of a Frobenius algebra (i.e. a commutative 
ring k0 with a linear form 0 E (k0)*, such that (a, b) ~-+ (a, b)ko = O(ab) is a non- 
degenerate inner product), with a maximal isotropic subalgebra R0. 
It is also easy to generalize the Manin pairs and triples (1~, it+, g-) ,  (t], g+, g-)  
and (1~, I~R), as well as their quantizations in the sense of formal series, to the case 
where the Frobenius algebra is endowed with a derivation 0o, such that 000o = 0. 
| 
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1.3 CLASSICAL TWISTS. According to [4], to each of the Marlin triples 
(g, t~+, g-)  and (9, 9+, 9-)  is associated a Lie bialgebra structure on 9; denote 
by 5, 5 : 9 -+ 9@9 the corresponding cocycle maps. 
Let 9h = (a @ A) ® CK C g; l~h is a Lagrangian complement of 9R in ft. It 
induces a Lie quasi-bialgebra structure on ga, and from [1] follows also that there 
is a Lie quasi-bialgebra structure on 9, associated to the Manin pair (9, 9R) and 
to 9h; we denote by 5R : ~t --+ fl@g the corresponding cocycle map. 
These Lie (quasi-)bialgebra structures on 1~ are related by the following classical 
twist operations. 
Let (ei)iEN, (ei)iE N be dual bases of R and A; we choose them is such a way 
that ei tends to 0 when i tends to oc. Let e i, el, i E Z be dual bases of k, defined 
by ei = e~, e i = e i, i _> O; e~ = e - i - l ,  E i = e - i - l , i  < O. 
LEMMA 1.1: Let f = ~-~icze[e i] N f[ei]; f = fl + f2, with 
fl = ~ e[ei] ® f[ei], 
iEN 
and 
f2 = ~ e[d] ® f[ed. 
iEN 
For ~ E g, we have 
5R( ( )=( f (~)+[ f l , (®l+l@~] ,  5 (~)=~R(~)+[ f2 ,~@l+l®~] .  
Proo~ This is a consequence of the fact that the cocycle maps 5, 5, 5R are 
respectively equal to 
J J 
~_~ [~ A~R) @ #j(n), ~ ® I + 1 ® ~], 
J 
where (Aj), (#J), resp. (A}), (#'J); (A~R)), (#j(R))are dual bases of g+,9_, resp. 
g~_, g'__; f~R, gA. II 
2. Quantization of Manin triples 
2.1 RESULTS ON KERNELS. Recall that we have 
(ei)ieN, (ei)ieN of R and A. Let a0 E R@A be equal to 
a0 = ~ e i ® ei. 
i 
introduced ual bases 
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Note that  R@k is an algebra, to which belongs ao. Let 
"7 = (0 ® 1)ao - (ao)2; 
then 
LEMMA 2.1 (see [8]): 
69 
LEMMA 2.2 (see [SD: The expression E i  Tei®ei-ei®Tei belongs to S2(R)[[h]I. 
We will denote by 7-any element of (R ® R)[[h]], such that 
(1) T + ~ = ETe i  ® ei - e i ®Tei,  
i 
and define the linear map U:  A[[h]] --~ R[[h]] by. 
(2) ua= <~,l®a>. 
Note that  E i  Te i® ei is well-defined in (R@k)[[h]], because ei tends to zero 
as i tends to infinity. Since 0 is a continuous map from k to itself, the same 
is true for the sequence Okei . So }-~i ei ® Tel is well-defined in the same space; 
Y':~iez Te ~ ® e~ - e i @Tei is well-defined in (k@k)[[h]] for the same reasons. 
Remark  2.1 (see [8]): Let q = e h, and f be the function defined by 
qO _ 1 
f (x ) -  hO and T0=Ef (0)e i  ®ei -e  i®f ( -O)e i  
i 
(since 0 is a continuous map from k to itself, each ~ i  ei ® 0kei is well-defined in 
R~k,  so that To is wen-defined in (R~k)[[h]]). 
7 belongs to R ® R. 
Let h be a formal variable and let T :  k[[h]] --+ k[[h]] be the operator equal to 
T-  sh(~0) 
hO 
Let us use the notation x ~ 2 for the operation of exchanging the two factors of 
(k~k)[[~]]. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 (see [8] and [11], Proposit ion 1.11): For certain elements 
¢ E (R ® R)[[h]], ¢+,  ¢_  E h(R ® R)[[h]] depending on % ~/and their derivatives 
by universal formulas, we have the following identities in (R6k)[[h]]: 
1 1 + a0¢-  1 - a0¢+ 
ETe i®ei=¢+~_~ln l+a0¢+,  ~ei®Te i=_~ + 1 ~-~ in ~ . 
i i 1 - a0~-  
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Note that the formal series f(cgz) - f ( -Ow)  is divisible by Oz + Ow in 
C[O~, 0~] [[h]], and denote their ratio by 
:(0~) - f ( -O , . )  
Attach indices z and w to the first and second factors of (k6k)[[h]]. We have 
f(Oz) - f(-cg~) (7 - if), 
7"o = Oz + Ow 
and m0 satisfies the identity (1). | 
Consider now the quantity exp(2h }-':den ei®(T+U)e~); it belongs to (R@k)[[hi]. 
Let, for each s E S, z~ be a local coordinate on X near s. 
LEMMA 2.3: For any c~ E k, we have 
(c~ ® 1 - 1 ® c~ + ¢_((~ @ 1 - 1 @ ~)ao)q 2y~(T+U)e'®e~ 
(3) 
= (a @ 1 - 1 @ c~ + #J+(a @ 1 - 1 @ c~)a0)q 2(~-¢). 
For any a E k, ( a ® 1 - 1 ® a )ao belongs to H~,te s C((z~, wt ) ) . I ra  belongs to 
R, then (a ® 1 - 1 ® a)a0 belongs to R ® R. 
Proof: The first part of the lemma is proved using that ~- = ~ieN Uei ® e', the 
second identity of Proposition 2.1 and 
(4) (a®l - l®a)a0=- (a®l - l®a)a0 ,  VaEk  
((4) follows from the fact that a0 +~0 verifies {a0 +a0, Id®#>k =/:7 for any/7 C k; 
the product is taken with the second components of a decomposition of a0 + ~o). 
Let us pass to the second part of the lemma. For N integer, set 
kN = H z;NC[[z4] 
sES 
For any a E k, there exists an integer N ,  such that (a ® 1 - 1 ® a)a0 belongs 
to k@kN,. Since (a ® 1 - 1 ® a)~0 belongs to kg~@k, and using (4), we obtain 
that (a ® 1 - 1 ® a)~0 belongs to (k@kN~) A (kg~@k) C H~,tes C((z~,wt)). 
The third part of the lemma follows from the following statement. Let a E R; 
then for any/7 C R, one checks that 
<(a® 1-  1 ®a)a0, f l®Id>k = {(a ® 1-  1 ®a)a0 , Id®Z}k = O, 
where the products are taken with the first and second components of a decom- 
position of (a ® 1 - 1 @ a)ao. | 
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Remark 2.2: Attach indices z and w to the first and second factors of kQk. Let P 
be a differential operator, acting on k. The quantity Kp(z, w) = }-~<z Pei N ei = 
~iez(Pei)(z)ei(w) can be considered as a kernel for the operator P, because of 
the identity 
(Pf)(w) = res~sKp(z,w)f(w)w~, Vf • k. 
Suppose that P preserves R. Then 
Kp(z, w) = E Pei @ ei = E(Pe*)(z)ei(w) 
iE~ iEZ 
can also be considered as a kernel for P, because 
(Pf)(w) = res~esRp(z,w)f(w)w~ , Vf • R. | 
Remark 2.3: The map R ~-~ R ® R, c~ ~-~ (c~ ® 1 - 1 @ c~)a0 defines a nontrivial 
element of the Hochschild cohomology H I(R, R @ R) (where R ® R is the R- 
bimodule, with left action by multiplication on the first factor on the tensor 
product and right action by multiplication on the second one). 
Note that there is a natural map HI(R,R ® R) -+ Hi(k, k@R(R ® R)@Rk); 
k6R(R @ R)~Rk is equal to 1-Is,tes C((zs, wt)), so the image by this map of the 
above class is nonzero [since ao ~ [I~,tes C((z~, wt))]. 
2.2 PRESENTATION OF Uh~. In [8], we introduced a Hopf algebra Ung 
quantizing (g, 6). 
It is the quotient of T(g)I[h]] by the following relations. Let e, f, h be the 
Chevalley basis of zl2(C). Denote, in T(g)~[h]], the element x @ e • a(k) C $ of g 
by x[e] and let, for r • R, h+[r] = h[r], h-[A] = h[A]. Introduce the generating 
series 
e(z) = Z e[d~i(z), S(z) = ~ finale(z), 
iEZ iEZ 
h+(z) = Z h+[e%(z), A-(z) = Z h-[ede~(~)" 
iEN iEN 
The relations for Uhg are (Fourier modes of) 
(s) [~+[r], h+V]] = 0, 
2 
(6) [K, anything] =0,  [h+[r],h-[A]] = -~((1--q-KO)r,A), 
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(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
[z~ - ~ + ¢_(z ,  w)ao(z,  ~)(zs  - ~) ]e (z )e (~)  
= q2(~-¢)(z,w)[z~ - w~ + ¢+(z ,  w)ao(z, w)(z~ - w~)]e(w)e(z), 
(10) 
(11) q2(~-¢)(z,~)[zs - w~ + ~+(z,  w)ao(z, w)(z~ - w~)]f(z)f(w) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
[h-[A], h-[A']] = 
2 ((T((qKOk)R), qKO .k') + (UA, .k') - (U((qKOA)A), qKO,V>), 
[h+[r], e(w)] -- 2r(w)e(w), [h-[A], e(w)] = 2[(T + U)(qKO;~)A](W)e(w), 
[h+[r],/(w)] = -2r(w)f (w) ,  [h-[A],/(w)] = -2[(T + U)A](w)f(w), 
Vs • S, 
= [zs - w s  + ¢_(z,w)ao(z,w)(z~ - w~)]f(w)f(z), Vs • S, 
[e(z), f (~) ]  = 1 [~(z, ~)q((r+v)h+)(z) _ (q-I~O~(z, ~))q-h- (w)] ,  
[D, h+[r]] = h+[Or], 
[D, h-(z)] = -(Oh-)(z) - E l (1  + q-K°)Aei](z)h+[e i] + A(z), 
icN 
[D, x a= (z)] = - (Ox j= )(z) + h E (Aei)(z)h + [ei lx ± (z), 
iEN 
for any r, r'  • R, ;% A' • A, x + = e, f ,  with A:  A[[h]] --+ R[[h]] defined by 
(15) A)~ = T((O,k)R) + O(U;~) - U((OA)h), VA C A, 
and 
A(z) = E l (1  + q-KO)Aei](z)[(1 -- q-KO)ei](Z) 
(16) i~I~ 
2 rz --KO + -~[(q - 1)Aeil(z)ei(z). 
Note that A is anti-self-adjoint, so that Y~ieN Aei @ ei = -~F, ieN ei @ Aei, and 
EieN(Aei)(z)ei(z) = O. 
For any positive integer n, define the completed tensor power (Uhg) ~n as the 
quotient of T(gn)I[h]] by the ideal generated by the usual n copies of the above 
relations. 
The formulas 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
A(K)  =K®I+I®K,  
A(h+[r]) = h+[r] ® 1 + 1 ® h+[r], 
A(h-(z) )  -- h-(z) ® 1 + 1 ® (q-Kl°h-)(z),  
A(e(z)) = e(z) ® q ((T+U)a+)(z) + 1 ® e(z), 
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A(f(z)) = f(z) (9 1 + q-h-(z) (9 (q-K~O f)(z), 
A(D) = D (9 1 + 1 (9 D + E ~ h+[e{] (9 h+[Ae']' 
iEN 
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r E R, for the coproduct, 
(22) ~(h+[r]) = ~(h-[A]) = ~(x[e]) = ~(D) = ~(K) = 0, 
x = e,f ,  r E R,A E A,e E k, for the counit, 
S(h+[r])=-h+[r], (Sh- ) (z )=- (qKOh-) (z ) ,  
h 
(23) S(D) = -D  + ~ E h+[ei]h+[Aei]' 
iEN 
= -e(z)q ((T+U)h+)(z), (Sf)(z) = - (qKO(qh-f)) (z), (se)(z) 
(24) \ ] 
S(K) = -K ,  
r E R, for the antipode, define a topological (with respect o the completion 
introduced above) Hopf algebra structure on Uhfl. 
Notation 2.1: We have posed 5(z, w) = ~-~.iez i(z)~i(w); this is an element of 
k~k. The indices R and A denote the projections on the first and second factor 
of the decomposition k[[h]] = R[[h]] G A[[h]]. 
In (10), (11), we have attached indices z and w to the first and second factors 
of k@k. Recall that ao(z, w)(zs - ws) belongs to C((z,, w~)). 
K1,K2 respectively mean K (9 1,1 (9 K. The K, f(z) and h-(z) used here 
correspond to 2K, ~(q-gOf)(z) and (q-KOh-)(z) of [8] respectively, m 
Remark 2.4 (Variants of the vertex relations (10) and (11)): Due to the 
Hochschild cocycle properties explained in Remark 2,3, relations (10) and (11) 
are equivalent to the following ones, 
[a(z) - c~(w) + ¢_ (z, w)ao(z, w)(a(z) - a(w) )]e(z)e(w) 
= q2(~-¢)(z'w)[c~(z) - c~(w) + ¢+(z,w)ao(z,w)(a(z) - a(w))]e(w)e(z),Va E k, 
(25) 
q2(T-¢)(z'w)[a(z) - a(w) + ~+(z, w)ao(z, w)(t~(z) - a(w))]f(z)f(w) 
(26) 
= [a(z) - (~(w) + ¢_ (z, w)ao (z, w)(a(z) - a(w))] f (w)f(z) ,  Va E k; 
note that for any c~ E k, ao(z, w)(a(z) - a(w)) belongs to I-L,tE8 C((zs, wt)) = 
k k. nu 
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Remark 2.5: Due to (3), the e - e and f - f relations (10) and (11) can be 
informally written as 
(27) 
e(z )e (w)  = q 2~'~((T+U)e')(z)e~(W)e ( W ) e ( ),f(z, z ) f (  W ) 
= q2~"~ie~(z)((T+V)ei)(w) f(w)f(z).  II 
Remark 2.6: The relations (14) can be rewritten as 
[D, q-((T+U)h+)(Z)x(z)] = --Oz(q-((T+U)h+)(Z)x(z)), 
z=e, f .  
2.3 PRESENTATION OF Un~. The Lie bialgebra (g, ~) also admits a quan- 
tization. We denote by Uh~ the corresponding Hopf algebra. It is the quotient 
of T(g)~[h]] by the following relations. Let us overline in the case of Uh~, the 
notation used in the case of Uhft. The algebra relations are identical to those of 
Uhg, except for those involving h-[A]; we have 
(2s) [£-[~], e(z)] = 2((T + u),x)(z)e(z), 
(29) [h-[~], f(z)] = -2( (T  + U)(q-RO)~)A)(z)f(z), 
(30) [h+[r], h-[~]] = ~((qRO _ 1)r, A), 
[~-[~], ~-[A']] = 
(31) _2 (<U((q-RoA)A), q-kO A') - <UA, A') - <T((q-R°A)R), q-k°A') ), 
h 
[D, h-(z)l  = -(O~-)(z) - [(1 + q~°)Ae~](z)[~+[e i] + ..4(z), 
(32) 
(33) 
where 
(34) 
A(z) = E l (1  + qk°)Aei](z)[(q k° - 1)ei](z) 
iEN 
2 
+ ~[(t - qR°)dei](z)(qR°e')(z). 
The coalgebra structure of Uh~ is defined by the coproduct 
(35) 
(36) 
A(K) =/<®I+I®K,  
h(h+[r]) = [t+[r] ® 1 + 1 ® h+[r], 
A(h-(z))  (q~:~°h-)(z) ® 1 + 1 @ h-(z), 
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/k(~(z)) = (qK20~)(z) ® q-h- (z) + 1 ® ~(Z), 
2~(f(z))  = f (z)  ® 1 + q((~+v)~+)(~) ® f (z ) ,  
/~(D) = D ® 1 + 1 ® D + E ~ ~+[ei] ® h+[Aei], 
iEN 
r E R, the counit 
(40) ~(~+[r]) = E(~-[~]) = ~(~[~]) = E(b)  = ~(k)  = 0, 
x = e,f ,  r E R,A E A,c E k, and the antipode 
~(h+[~]) =-h+[~], (~-)(z)=-(q-R%-)(~), 
h (41) S(D) = -D  + -~ E h+[e~]h+[Aei]' 
iEN 
(42) 
rER .  
Then 
(q Ko( qh ))(z), 
S(K) = -K, 
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PROPOSITION 2.3: The map 
x[e] ~-+ 2[e], h+[r] ~-~ h+[r], K ~/~,  D ~/ ) ,  h-[A] ~-+ h-[(qgOA)^], 
x = e, f, e E k, r E R, ~ E A, extends to an algebra isomorphism from Uh9 to 
uh~. 
In what follows, we will denote elements of Uh~ as elements of Uhg, implicitly 
making use of this isomorphism. 
PROPOSITION 2.2 (see [8]): Define Uhg+ and Uh~+ as the subalgebras of Un9 and 
Uh~ generated by gl  and 9+, respectively. The pairs (Uht~+, A) and (Uhft-, A'), 
as well as (Uhg+,/~) and (Uh~-, h'), form dual Hopf algebras, quantizing the Lie 
bialgebra structures defined by (0+, +5) and (~=L, +5). The pairs (Uag, A) and 
(Uhg, A) are the double Hopf algebras of (Uhg+, A) and ( Uh~+ , A) respectively, 
define quantizations of the Lie bialgebras (9, 5) and (~, 6). 
Here A ~ denotes A composed with the permutation of factors. 
Then 
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3. PBW resul ts  for Uh9 
3.1 PBW RESULT FOR ALGEBI~AS PRESENTED BY VERTEX RELATIONS. We 
will now prove a PBW statement, which was used implicitly in [8]. 
Let ~ be an indeterminate, and let V be the field of Laurent series C((()). Let 
% = ~n, n • Z, and let us organize the (7~)~ez in the generating series 
V"  ~y(z) Z--ft 
iEZ 
Let h be a formal variable, and A be the quotient of T(V)~[[h]] by the relations 
obtained as the Fourier modes of 
(43) (z - w + A(z ,  w))~(z), . /(w) = (z - w + B(z ,  w)) .y(w?y(z) ,  
for A, B • hC((z, w))[[h]]. 
PROPOSITION 3.1: Assume that A, B satisfy the relation 
(44) (z - w + B(z ,  w)) (w - z + B(w,  z)) = (z - w + d(z ,  w)) (w - z + A(w,  z)); 
then an element of A can be uniquely written as a sum 
k 
E E ;ol ..... o,) ol o ,  
- i l , . . . , i v  7 i l  " ' ' "g ip  , 
p=O i l  <~...<:ip,ai ~ l 
(~ ..... ~,) 
k > O, Ail ..... ip scalars, such that the number of  indices 
( ( i l , . . . , i p ) ,  (~ l , . . . ,~p) )  
with i l  = M and Ai~ ..... i, 7 ~ O, is t~nite for aii M and zero for M large enough. 
Proof'. Let A2 be the span in A of infinite series ~n,m>_N apqepeq. (43) allows 
us to write, for any n, m • Z, 
Pn,m = [~'n+l, "~'rn] -- [~'n, ')'rn+l] 
as a series in hA2[[h]]. We rearrange this system of relations in the following way. 
Let 
Tn- -k ,n+k = Pn- -k ,n+k -4:- [n - -k+l ,n+k- -1  ~- " " " + Pn- - l ,n+l  
for k> O, 
Tn+l - -k ,n+k ~- Pn+l - -k ,n - t -k  -~- pn+2-k ,nWk~l  ~- " " " "~- Pn ,n+l  
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fork_> 1, 
for k > 0, 
Tn÷k,n -k  ~- Pn+k,n -k  -~ Pn+k- l ,n -k+l  -I- " " " ~- Pn ,n  
Tn+l+k,n - -k  : Pn÷l+k,n -k  -I- Pn+k,n -k+l  nt- " " " -~- Pn+l ,n  
for k > 0; then the system of expressions for the P~,m is equivalent to as a system 
of expressions for the ~-~,.~. 
Note that 
~-n-k,~+k = - - [~-k ,  ~+k+~]  + [~, ~/~+~] 
for k> O, 
for k> 1, 
for k_>0, 
Tn- l - l - -k ,n+k ~- ["~n+l-k, ~/n+k-I-1] 
Tn+k,n -k  = [~[n+k+l ,  " ) 'n-k]  - -  ["In, '~n+l] 
Tn+l+k,n -k  = ['Yn+2+k,'/n-k] 
for k_> 0. 
The expression for T,~,n yields an expression for ['y,~, 7n+l]- Substracting this 
expression to the expressions for ~'n-k,n+k and adding to the expression for 
~'~+k,,~-k, we derive expressions for the [3'~, ~'-~]- This means that arbitrary mono- 
~p 
mials in the ~/i's expressed as linear combinations of the (7i~ 1 --. 3'ip )i~ <... <ip,~ > 1 
of the form described. 
To prove that this expression is unique, we should check that the set of relations 
for [•, y,~] is not redundant, i.e. that the expression for [3'~, ~/m] is actually the 
opposite to the one for [3'm, 3'~]- For that is is necessary to make sure that the 
expressions deduced for the coefficients of znw m in 
(z - w + A(z ,  w) )7(z)' , /(w) = (z - w + B(z ,  w) )~/(w)7(z) 
and 
(w - z + A(w, z))~(~)~(z) = (~ - z + B(~, z))~(z)~(~) 
are equivalent. But these equations are actually equivalent, because from (44) 
follows the existence of n • 1 + hC((z ,  w))[[h]], such that 
(z - ~ + A(z ,  ~) )  = - ,~(z ,  ~) (~ - z + A(~, z)) 
and 
(z  - w + B(z ,  ~) )  = -~(z, ~)(~ - z + B(~,  ~)). 
The existence of ~ in turn follows from the more general statement 
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LEMMA 3.1: Let A, B, C, D E hC((z, w))[[h]]; expand them as A = ~>1 hiA({), 
A (i) • C((z,w)), etc. Assume that A(1)(z,z) = C(1)(z,z),  A(1)(z,z)  # B(1)(z ,z)  
and that the A, . . . , D satisfy the identity 
(z  - ~ + A) (z  - ~ + B)  = (z  - ~ + C) (z  - ~ + m) ,  
then there exists ~o • 1 + hC((z,w))[[h]] such that 
(45) z -w+A=~o(Z-w+C) ,  z -w+D=~o(z -w+B) .  
Proof: We first prove the following structure result. 
LEMMA 3.2: Let z - w + E belong to z w + hC((z,w))[[h]], then there exist 
unique e E hC((w))[[h]] and nE • 1 + hC((z,w))[[h]], such that 
(46) z -  w + E : hE(Z--  w + e) 
Proof'. Let E = ~-~i>_lhiEi(z,w), E i ( z ,w)  E C((z,w)). Let us formally solve 
the equation 
- ~ + ~h~E~(z ,~)  : 0 Z 
i>l 
as follows. In the first order in h, we get 
z = w - h~E~(z, W), 
i>_1 
then 
z = ~ - ~ hiE~(~ - ~ h'E,(z, ~), ~), 
i_>1 i>l  
etc. Let a l (z ,w) ,  a2(z,w),  etc. be the sequence of formal series obtained in 
the right hand sides. This sequence converges in the h-adic topology to a series 
depending on w only, w - ~-~i>_1 hiei(w) • We also have 
z - ~ + E = ~k(z, ~)(z - ok(z, ~)), 
with ~k 6 1 + hC((z, w))[[h]]. Since the (ak)k>l converges in the h-adic topology, 
so does (t~k)k>_l. Let ~E be the limit of (~k)k>_l, then ~E satisfies (46). | 
Let us now prove Lemma 3.1. Let 
a ,b ,c ,d  e hC((z,w))[[h]], ~A,~,~C,~D e 1 + hC((z,w))[[h]] 
be associated with A, B, C, D by Lemma 3.2, then (3.1) is rewritten as 
~AnB(Z -- w + a)(z -- w + b) = nOnD(Z -- w + c)(z -- w + d). 
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Replacing z by w - c, then by w - d in the 1.h.s. of this equation, we get the 
equations (in C((w))[[h]]) 
(a -c ) (b -c )=O,  (a -d ) (b -d )=O.  
Since a, b, c, d are of the form hA (1) +o(h), hB (1) +o(h), hC (1) +o(h), hD (1) +o(h), 
we cannot have a = d or b = c, so that a = b and b = d, and ~A~;B =nCnD- We 
then obtain the conclusion of the lemma, with n0 = i~C/I~A. II 
3.2 PBW RESULT FOR Uhg. Let B + be the quotient of the algebra T(k)][h]] 
by the following relations: let e'[e] denote the element of T(k)~[h]] corresponding 
to e E k, and e'(z) = ~/ez  e'[ei]ei(z), the relations are the Fourier coefficients of 
(10), with the series replaced by their analogues with primes. 
Similarly, let B-  be the quotient of the algebra T(k)][h]] by the following 
relations: let if[e] denote the element of T(k)][h]] corresponding to e C k, and 
f '(z) = ~z  f'[ei]ei(z), the relations are the Fourier coefficients of (11), with 
the series replaced by their analogues with primes. 
Finally, let B ° be the quotient of the algebra T(k ® CK' ® CD')~[h]] by the 
following relations: let for c C k, h[e] denote the element of T(kOCK'  ®CD')~[h]] 
corresponding to e, the relations are (5), (6), (13), with the h+[r], h-[A] replaced 
by h'[r], h' [,~]. 
There are algebra morphisms from B +, B ° to Uhg, associating to each generator 
its version without prime. 
We then have 
LEMMA 3.3: The composition of the above algebra morphisms with the multi- 
plication of Uh~ defines a linear map 
ig : B+~B°~B - --~ Uhg, 
which is a linear isomorphism (the tensor products are completed over C[[h]]). 
Proof'. We first consider the case of the algebra Uhg', defined as the algebra with 
the same generators (except D) and relations as Uh9. Let B '° be the analogue of 
algebra B ° without generator D'. In that case, we obtain easily that (b+b~b-~)~,j,k 
is a base of Uhg', if (b+)~, (b'9~. (b-k)k are images of bases of B +, IY °, 13-. k 313,  
Then we check that the r.h.s, of formulas (13), (14) define a derivation of Uhg ~. 
We then apply the PBW result for crossed products of algebras by derivations, 
and obtain forUngabase + ~0 - 8 = (b i b  b k D )i,j,k;8>_0. We finally make use of (14), x ± 
f,  to pass (by triangular transformations) from this base to + ,0 , - (b i bj D b k )i,j,k;s>o. 
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Since (b'?D~)j;~>_o is the image of a base of B °, this final base has the desired 
form. | 
LEMMA 3.4: B ± are topologically spanned bye'[%] ~. . .  d[ei,]~,, il < ""  < ip, 
ai >_ 1, resp. f ' [%]~ .. .  f ' [%]~; ,  i l  < " '"  < ip, Ct i >_ 1. 
Proof'. This follows directly from the analogue of Proposition 3.1 (where C((~)) 
is replaced by a direct sum ®~esC((~))), the fact that (z~-w~)ao ¢ - (z~-w~)ao ,  
and the computation of [8] preceding Theorem 5: 
e~hI-*°(~'°~"")+~l[~ - ~ + ~¢- (7 ,  0~%..  4]" 
[ jhL - ,o (~,o~, .  )+,1 (z - ~ + 9¢- (% 0~%...))] 
= [~ - ~ + 9¢+(% 0~%. . . ) ] .  [z - ~ + 9¢+(% Oz%...)1-, 
where/3(z, w) = (z - w)ao, and this is in turn written 
e2n(_¢o_~o)e2h~(~_~) 1 + a¢_  (% 0~,, . . . )  1 - a¢_(~,  0~, . . . )  = 1, 
1 + a¢+(% Oz%...) 1 - a¢+(~,  0~, . . . )  
which amounts to the statement (3.17) of [8]. | 
PROPOSIT ION 3.2: The 
e[e h ]~' • • • e[e~,]~p hick1 ]~1... h[ek~]~ DdKtf [e j l ]~l . . .  f[Qq ]Zq 
with il < .. .  < ip, ai >_ l, j l  < ... < jq, fli >_ 1, kl < ... < kT, % > 1, d,t > O, 
form a topological basis of Uhg. 
Proof." This follows from Lemmas 3.3, 3.4 and the fact that 
h'[ekl] "n. . .  h'[~k~]~DdK t, kl < ..- < kT, ")'i > 1, d,t > 0, 
forms a basis of B °. | 
Remark 3.1: It is straightforward to repeat he resoning above to obtain topo- 
logical bases of the Uhg ~g,  as tensor powers of the base obtained in Proposition 
3.2. 
Remark 3.2: It would be interesting to explicitly compute, in the case of the 
algebras B +, the ~0 provided by Proposition 3.1. 
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4. Subalgebra UngR of Un9 
4.1 PRESENTATION OF U~f~R. Recall that ~ contains as a Lie subalgebra 
~u. In this section, we define a subalgebra Un~R of U~, such that the inclusion 
U~R C U~ is a deformation of U~R C U~. 
Let U~gR be the algebra with generators 5,~],f[~l,h[~l,R,~ • ~ and 
relations 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
El(~lrl + 42r2] = alE[rl] + 42~[r21, x = e, f, h, 
[~[~],~[¢]] = 0, w ,¢  • R, 
[h[r],e~r']] = 2e~rr'], [h[r],f[r']] = -2?rr '] ,  Vr, r' • R, 
~1~]~]  - ~[~1]~[~] + ~[~(_1)7(~)(~)]~r~¢E2)7(~)(~)] = 
~(~(~-~)) (~/ ]~r1(~2(~-* ) ) (~/ ]  _ ~r~(~(~-~/)(~/~]~1(~(~-*/) (1/]  
+ ~2(¢+~(~-*/)(~/~(~)(~/]~1(¢+~2(~-*))(~/7(~)(1)], 
(50) 
f [ r2 ] f [~, ]  - f[~2~]~[~1] + f[~2(~-)(~)~(~)(~)]f[~l(¢-)(1)~(~)(1)] = 
f[(q2(~-¢))(1)rla]?(q2(r-*))(2)r2 ] -- ?(q2(r-¢))(1)rl]f[(q2(r-¢))(2)ar2] 
4- f-It1 (q2(r-¢)¢+)(1)~y(c~)(1)l?r2(q2(r-4)¢+)(2)~t((~)(2)], 
(51) 
(52) [~rl], f[r2]] = Eress~(rlr2)(z)q((T+U)h)(z)wz~, 
sES 
(53) [/9, h[r]] = h[Or], 
h ~ ~[¢~1~[(A¢,)~1 (54) [/9, 5± [r]] = ~± [Or] + -~ 
icN 
for x = e,f,h; x ± = e,f; a, ri E R, ~i scalars, i = 1,2; h(z) = E~cNh[eilei(z); 
for a C R. 
Notation 4.1: For 
~(a) = (a ® 1 - 1 ® a)ao e R ® R 
E R® R, ~ = ~i  @~,  and a,b E R, we denote 
~i  ~[a~i]~[b~] as ~[a~(1)]~[b~(2)]. The operator A arising in (54) has been de- 
fined in (15). Note that the sums arising in (54) have only finite non-zero terms, 
since U has the property hat, for any sequence (~i) with ~ ~ 0, U~i is zero for 
i large enough, and both sequences e~, Oei tend to zero; and, on the other hand, 
(Oe i )  R : 0 for i large enough. I 
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Remark 4.1 (On relations (50) and (51)): The complicated-looking formulas (50) 
and (51) are simply obtained by pairing the vertex relations (25) and (26), for 
a C R, with an element of R ® R. 
Remark 4.2 (Generating series for relations (50), (51) and (52)): Let us introduce 
the generating series 
iEN iEN 
Relations (50) and (51) can then be obtained as Fourier modes of 
( [Oz(Z) -  O~(W) + ~)--(Z, W)~[(OL)(Z, W)]e(Z)e(W) A,A 
= (q2( . -~)(~,~)[~(z)  - ~(w) + ¢+(z, w)~(~)(z, ~)]~(~)~(z)~ , Va E R, 
\ / A,A 
(55) 
and 
(q2(.-¢)(~,~)[t~(z) - ~(w) + ¢+ (z, w)7(c~)(z, w)]f(z)f(w) )A,A 
(56) 
where the index A, A has the following meaning: for any vector space V and 
c V ® (k~k) (with k~k = limN k/kN ® k/kN), ~n,h = (idv ® prh ® prh)~, 
where prh denote the projection on the second summand of k = R @ A. In terms 
of these generating series, the relations (52) take the form 
lq( (T +V)h )(z) (~( z, W) (57) [~(z),f(w)] =(h ) A,A' 
which can be rewritten as 
- ) 
iEN A 
or in "mixed" form 
\h ]A 
for any r E R. 
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4.2 PBW RESULT FOR UhI~R AND INCLUSION IN Uhl ~. Let B + be the algebra 
with generators e"[r], r E R, and relations (47), with 2 replaced by e", and (50), 
with ~ replaced by e"; let B~ be the algebra with generators f"[r], r E R, and 
relations (47), with 2 replaced by f" ,  and (51), with f replaced by f" ;  and let 
B~ be the algebra with generators D", h"[r],r E R, and relations (47), with 
replaced by h", (48) and (53), with D, h replaced by D", h". 
LEMMA 4.1 : 
(1) There are injective algebra morphisms i + , i ° from BR, B ° to B + , B °, sending 
each x"[r] to x'[r], and D" to D', x = e, f, h, r C R. 
(2) Topological bases of B~, B°R are given by the 
(e"[eil]~l...e"[ei,]~Qi,<...<ip,~,_>l, (f"[ei ']~l. . .  f"[dp]~,)~<...<~,,~,_>~, 
and (h"[eiq ~. - -  h"[eip]a'DS)il<...<i,,c~>_l,s>O. 
Proof: (1) (25) [resp. (26)] with e (resp. f) replaced by e' (resp. f ' ) ,  are relations 
of B + (resp. of B-). Pair them with rl(z)r2(w). We obtain relations (50), (51), 
with e', f '  instead of g, f .  This shows that the maps x"[r] ~-~ x'[r}, x = e, f extend 
to morphisms from B~ to B ±. The statement on the map h"[r] ~ h'[r], D" ~ D' 
is evident. 
(2) The case of B ° is obvious. Let us treat B +. From relations (50) follows 
(58) [e"[r0oL],eH[rl]] -- [e"[r0l,e"[oLrl]] e ~/~,  
for any ro,rl,c~ E R. We then get, setting r0 = 1 in (58), 
[e"[a], e"[~]] • [e"[l], e"[a~]] + hB~+; 
on the other hand, setting r0 = rl = 1 in (58), we find that 
2[e"[(~], e"[1]] • AB + 
so that any commutator [e"[a], e"[fl]] is in hB +. This shows that any monomial 
can be transformed into a combination of the e"[ei~] a~-.- e"[eip] a,, with il < 
• .. < ip, and ai > 1. 
Suppose now that some combination 
E h' E al ,o,e"Ee"l° e"Ie 'l °" 
i>0 Q <...<ip,ai>l 
is zero (where for each i, the second sum is a finite one). Applying i + to this 
identity, we obtain the identity in B + 
E h' E al~),~je'[ei'] ~ ---e'[ei'] ~" =0,  
i~O il<".<ip,ai~l 
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which implies that all Ai) uij,aj are zero due to Lemma 3.4. This shows that 
. . .  
is topologically free in B +. Part 2 of the lemma follows for B +. The case of B R 
is similar. II 
LEMMA 4.2: There are injectiye algebra morphisms from BiR and B°R to UhgR, 
sending each x"[r] to ~[r], and D" to D, x = e, f, h, r e R. The composition of 
the tensor product of these morphisms, with the multiplication of UhgR, induces 
a linear isomorphism 
ioR : B+ 6B°  -+ UhOR. 
Proof'. Let Un9~ be the algebra with the same generators (without D) and 
relations as Uh~R. We can prove by direct computation that the r.h.s, of relations 
(53), (54) define derivations of this algebra• 
The proof of the lemma is then identical to that of Lemma 3.3. | 
PROPOSITION 4.1: The map sending each ~[r] to x[r], x = e, f h, r E R, and L) 
to D, extends to an injective algebra morphism from UhgR to Uhg. 
Proof: Let us first show that this map extends to an algebra morphism for UngR 
to Uhi]. For any a • R, (25) and (26) are relations of Uhg. Pairing them with 
rl(z)r2(w) (rl, r2 • R), we obtain relations (50), (51), with ~, f replaced by e, f .  
Moreover, (6) is a relation of Uhg; pairing it with rl(z)r2(w), we obtain (48) with 
replaced by x for x = e, f, h. Finally, pairing relations (14), (13) with r(z), 
r • R, we obtain relations (54), (53), with ~ replaced by x. This shows that the 
map ~[r] ~-~ x[r],D ~-+ D extends to an algebra morphism from UhgR to Uhg, 
which we will denote by ~. 
We easily check that the diagram 
(59) 
B + ® ® ' UhOR 
i+®i°®i  It 
B+ ® BO ® B_ i~ , Uh9 
commutes. By Lemmas 3.3 and 4.2, the horizontal arrows are vector spaces 
isomorphisms. From Lemma 4.1 follows that the left vertical arrow is injective. 
It follows that t is also injective. | 
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4.3 DEPENDENCE OF Uht~R IN T AND A. [n [8] we showed that the various 
algebras Uhg, associated to different choices of A and % are all isomorphic. We 
are now going to show that the same is true for their subalgebras UngR. We will 
denote by a superscript (A, T) the objects associated with a choice (A, ~-). 
We will study two families of changes of the pair (A, T) that will generate all 
possible changes. The first is to change (A,~-) into (A,~-'), where v = T' - ~- 
is an arbitrary antisymmetric element in R®2[[h]]. To it is associated the map 
u :  a[[h]] -+ R[[B]] defined by u(A) = (v, 1 ® A)k. The second family of changes 
is parametrized by some continuous anti-self-adjoint linear map r : A ~ R (or 
equivalently, by some antisymmetric r0 in R®2). We then define a new pair (~-, f)  
by the formulas A = (1 + r)A and e = ~-- ~cN T(r(e~)) ® e i. 
Recall now the results of [8]. 
PROPOSITION 4.2 (see [8]): 
(1) There is an isomorphism i '" '  f rom Uhfl (A'T') to Uhfl (A'r), such that 
i ~''' (e (A''') (z)) = e~(~h+(A"))(Z)e(h'~)(Z), 
i~,~'(e(hS)(z)) = f(i,~)(z)e~(uh+(^"))(z) ' 
i~S(h+(i,*')(z)) = h+(i,~)(z), i~S(D(A,*')) = D(A,~). 
(2) There is an isomorphism i h,h from Uhg (h°-) to Ua9 (h'~) such that 
ii,A(X(a,')(z)) = x(i,e)(z), iA,A(D(A,')) = D(A,e), 
x = e , f ,h  +. 
PROPOSITION 4.3: Both maps i ~'v' and i A'h restrict to isomorphisms ofUag~ '~) 
with Uhg(R A''') and Uhg(~ 'e). Therefore the algebras Unlt(~ '') are isomorphic for 
all choices of (A, r). 
Proof: For rER 
sES 
1 (h) n 
= E ress E ~. E h+(n")[ei~]"" h+(A")[ei~](ru(ei~) 
sES n>_O Q,...,inEN 
--Eres E E 
sES n~O il,...,i~EN 
• .. ~(e ,~)e(A,~)) (z )~,~ 
h +(h'~) [e~] . . .  h +(h °-) [e i~ ]e (h°-) j r .  u(ei~ )
• ..  u (e~) ]  
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so CS(e(A'~')[r]) • Un9 (h'~). The proof that C,~'(f(n,~')[r]) e Ung (A'r) is similar 
and in the case of C,~'(h+(A,~')[r]) the analogous tatement is obvious. The in- 
verse of/~'~' is V"~; in particular, i ~,~' is bijective. It is also an algebra morphism 
by Proposition 4.2. This shows (1). The proof of (2) is obvious. | 
Remark 4.3: There is another isomorphism i~,~' from Un~ (A'~) to Ung (A'~'), such 
that 
~.,.'(¢(A,.')(z)) = ~(~h+)(~)~(A,.)(~), ? . , . ' (e(~, . ' ) (z ) )  = f (A , . ) ( z )~(~h+)(z )  ' 
~' , " (h+( i f ) (z ) )  = h+(h,')(z), ~',"(D(h,")) _--- D(A,-). 
It is easy to see that it also yields an isomorphism from Ung(A,~) to Un~(h,~'). 
4.4 Unon AND /k, /~. Let us define UhOn~Uno, resp. Ung6UngR, as the 
quotients of T(gR ® g)~[h]], resp. T(9 @ 9n)~[h]] by the usual relations. These are 
complete subalgebras of Ung~Uhg. 
PROPOSITION 4.4: 
/x(UhoR) C Uho6U~R, 2~(Uhon) c Uh~Uho. 
Proof." It is enough to check these statements for the generators of UhgR. They 
are obvious for D and h + [r]. Moreover, 
A(e[r]) = E ress (e(z) ® q((T+U)h+)(Z))r(Z)Wz) + 1 ® e[r]. 
sES 
The first term of the r.h.s, of this equality can be decomposed as a sum of terms, 
the second factors of which all lie in the algebra generated by the h + Jr'I, r' 6 R. 
We also have 
A(S[r]) ---- Si r] ® 1 + E ress (q-h-(~) ® (q-g~of)(z)) r(z)wz 
sES 
: fir] ® 1 + Eress (E  E 
s6S p~_O il ,...,ip6N 
® (q-KlOf)(z)) r(z)wz 
: f [ r ]® I+E E 
p~O il ,...,ivEN 
(-~.V)p h - [e i l ]  • • • h-[e~,]e il (z) 
- . .  e ~ ' (z )  
(-h)P h-  p! [ei,]... h-[e~] ® f[qK~O(eil.., eiPr)]. 
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All f[O~(e i . . . .  ei~r)] belong to Uhf~R. This ends the proof of the proposition in 
the case of A. 
In the case of ~, the proof is similar. | 
5. F, universal R-matr ices and Hopf  algebra pairings 
In what follows, we will denote by Uhn+ the algebras B±. 
Recall that the Hopf algebras (Unl~+, A) and (Uh0-, A'), as well as (Uh~+, fi') 
and (Uhfl-, h') ,  are dual. Denote by (,)uh9 and ( ,)v~ the corresponding bilinear 
forms. They are defined by the formulas 
(60) (h+[r],h-[A]}u~ = (r,A}k, (e[~],f[~]}u~g = ~(~,~/)k, 
fore, r /Ck, rCR,  AcA ,  
and 
(61) 
(D,K)uh~ = I, (D,a(k))uno = (a(k),K)u~o = O, 
2 1 
for ~,~ E k, r C R,A E A, 
(D ,K)u~ = 1, (D,a(k))uh~ = (a(k),K)uh~ = O. 
From the Hopf algebra pairing rules follows immediately 
LEMMA 5.1: Let [THOR be the subalgebra of Un9 generated by D and the h+[r], r
in R, and let Uht~h be the subalgebra of Uhg generated by K and the h+[A], A in 
A. 
For any x J: in Uhn~ and tR, th in UhbR and UhDA, we have 
(62) (tRx +, tAx-)v   = +, 
and 
(63) (X-tR, X+tA)Uh(~ = c(ttt)e(tA)(X-, X+)Ung. 
Then: 
PROPOSITION 5.1: The restrictions to Unn+ x Unn_and Unn_ x Unn+ of the 
pairings (,)vhg and ( , )v~ coincide up to permutation. 
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Proof." Fix ci, ~j in k, i -- 1 , . . . ,  n, j = 1,-. •, m. Let us compute 
n rn 
i=1 j= l  
(we denote by YIiei xi the product xi~...xi,, where I is a set of integers {i~} 
with il < i2 < "-) .  It is clear that this is zero i fn is not equal to m. Assume that 
m n = m, then let us compute the generating series (Ilia1 e[ei], I]j=l f(zj))ua~. By 
the Hopf algebra pairing rules, it is equal to 
(64) 
Set 
,~ n ~-:(i) 
aGSn /=1 i=1 l=l,a(1)<i 
H q-h-(zt)}}Uh~®,~" 
z=~-~(i)+l,a(0<i 
(65) q(z, w) ~- q2 ~-~i((T+U)e~)(z)e~(w). 
We have qh-(~)f(z)q-h-(w) ---- q(z,w)-lf(z).  Using this equality and (62), we 
identify (64) with 
Z <®~l~k.], ®?=lf(z~-~(~>)M~. H q(z~, z ) -1 
ces~ t<(i),~(t)>a(i) 
n 
= Z II~(,(z,) 1-[ q(z,,z,)-~; 
aESn i=1 l<i,a(l)>a(i) 
each term of this sum belongs to C((Zl))((z2))---((zn)). Therefore 
n n 
i=1 i=1 
(66) = ~ res~.~...res~,~ ~ ~(~)(z~)l-I,~(z~) 
~GS,~ aES,~ i=1 i=1 
H q(zi, Zl)-lo3z:'''Odz~, 
t<i,o(O>~(i) 
where res~esA~ means ~ses  ressA~. 
In the case of Un~, one can lead the similar computation for 
n n 
i----1 i=1 
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In that case one uses the identity (K+(z), f(w)) -- q(z, W) -1 , w i th  q(z, w) defined 
by (65); the result is the r.h.s, of (66). | 
Let us define the completion Uhg~Uhg as follows. Let IN C Uhg be the left 
ideal generated by the x[e], e E I-[s~s zNC[[zs]] • Define UhgQUhl~ as the inverse 
limit of the Uhg®2/Ig ® Uhg + Uhtt ® IN (where the tensor products are h-adically 
completed). Uhl~Uhg is clearly a completion of Uh~ 62. One defines similarly 
Uh0 ~.  
De~nition 5.1: Let (ai), (ai) be dual bases of Uhn+ and Uhn-. We set 
(67) F = E ai ® a~. 
i 
From (66) it follows that F belongs to Uhg~Uhg. 
By (60), we also have 
(68) F E 1 + h E e[ei] ® f[ei] + E Uhn~ ]® Uhn[J], 
i j_>2 
where Uhn~ 1 are the degree j homogeneous components of Uhni (where the e[e] 
and f[e] are given homogeneous degree 1). 
PROPOSITION 5.2: Set q = e h and 
and 
N h-[ei]) F, 
then T~ and ~ are the universal R-matrices of (Uhg, A) and (Uhg-, A) (viewed 
as the doubles of (Uhg+, A)and (Uh~+,/~)), respectively. 
Proof: These statements are equivalent to the following ones: 
(id®b+,7~)uhg = b+, (T~,b_ ®id}u~g = b_, 
for b+ E Uhg+, and 
(id @ b+, TC)vn~ = b+, (TO, b_ ® id)vn~ = b_, 
for bj= E Uh~+. (Here and later, we will set (id®a, b®c) = (a, c)b, (aQid, bQc) = 
(a, b)c, etc.) Let us show the first statement. 
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Assume that b+ has the form tRx÷, with tR in UhOR and x+ in Uan+. Set 
]C = qD®Kexp (~ Ei  h+[eil ® h-[ei]); and set ]~ = E j  Kj ® K]. Then 
j , i  
Now set A(b+)= y~b~ ) ®b~); we have 
(b+,Kjai}uh~ ~"~/b (1) K '\ /b (2) a ~ 
Only the part of A(b+) whose first factors are of degree zero contribute to this 
sum. This part is equal to A(tR)(1 ® x+). Therefore, if A(tR) = Et~)® t~ ), 
we have 
(id ® b+, 7~}u~ E ~ (1) ! (2) -- Kja E ( tR  ,K}}uh.(tn x+,ai}U~g; 
j , i  
by (62), this is equal to 
j , i  j 
One easily checks that ~j  Ky(tR, K}}vh~ = tR. Therefore, the last sum is equal 
to b+. 
The proof of the other statements i  similar. | 
LEMMA 5.2: ]C satisfies the cocycle identity 
® I)(t:)  =  23(1 o 
Proof'. (B°,/~) is a Hopf subalgebra of (Uhg,/\). It is easy to check that 
(Uhl}R,/\) and (UhbA,/V) are dual Hopf algebra, and that the double of 
(Uh~R, A) is (B °, A). Moreover, ](: represents he identity pairing between these 
algebras. The identities of the Lemma are then consequences of the quasi- 
triangular identities. | 
LEMMA 5.3: , K: conjugates the coproducts A and A ~, that is 
(69) A'(x) -- t:A(x)t~ -1 
for any x in Uhg. 
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Proof: Let us first prove this identity for x in B °. The R-matrix identity for 
(B °,/~) says that A'(x)  = KA(x)~ -1 for x in B °. On the other hand, the 
restrictions of A and/~ to B ° coincide. This proves (69) in this case. 
Let us now treat the case where x = e(z). Set Ko = exp(~- ~i  h+[ ei] ® h-[ei]) 
and ]~D = qD®g. Then ]C = ~D]~0. 
We have h(e(z)) = (e ® q-h )(qK~Oz) + 1 ® e(z). Then we have 
[~  h+[e i]e h-levi, 1 ® e(z)] = (T + U)(h+(q~2°z))A ® e(z), 
i 
so that  
Ko(1 ® e(z))]~o 1 = exp(h E h+[ei]((T + V)(qK~Oei))A(Z)) ® e(z), 
i 
and 
]CD]~0(1 ® e(Z))]~O1]~D 1 ~- exp(h E h+[qK2°ei]((T + U)(qK~Oei))A(Z)) ® e(z) 
i 
= exp(h~ h÷[e'](T + U)e~(z)) ® e(z) 
i 
= q (T+U)h+ (z) ® e(z). 
(70) 
On the other hand, 
(71) 
and 
~o(e(z) ® 1)/Co 1 = e(z) ® qh- (z) 
2 [h-[ei], h- (z)] = ~ ((q-K20(T(qK2Oei)n))(z) 
+Uei(z) - (q-I<2OU((qK2O ei)h))(z)) , 
SO that 
h [~ ~ h+[e ~] ® h-[e,], 1 ® h-(z)l 
i 
= (q-K2OT(qK2Oh+)R)(z) + Uh+(z) - q-K20(U(qK2Oh+)A)(Z) ®1, 
so that  
~o(1 ® h-(qK2O z) )]~o 1 
= 1 ® qK2Oh-(z) + (T(qK2Oh+)R(Z) + Uh+(qK2°z) - (U(qK2Oh+)A)(Z)) ® 1 
and 
K:o(1 @ q--h-(qK2Oz))]~O1 
(72) = exp(--h (T(qK2Oh+)R(Z) + Uh+(qK2°z) 
--(U(qK2Oh+)A)(Z))  ® q-h-(qK:°z). 
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Finally, the product of (71) and (72) gives 
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K:0((e N q-h-)(qK2Oz))~01 
(73) = exp(--h (T(qK2Oh+)R(Z) + Uh+(qK2°z) 
-(U(qK2Oh+)A) (Z) ) )e(qK2O z) ® 1. 
On the other hand, we have 
(D + Oz - Ah+(z))e(z) = e(z)(D + 0~) 
(an identity of differential operators). Therefore we have 
(74) qK2(D+Oz-Ah+(z))e(z) = e(z)q K2(D+Oz). 
We are now in position to apply the following identity: 
LEMMA 5.4: Let L , f  be elements of a Lie algebra, such that all adk(L)(f) 
commute with f . We have the identity, in the associated formal group 
aL+f =aLexp( 1-Ol-adL ) 
k5-£ (f) ' 
where a = e hk, k scalar and h a formal parameter. 
Proof: Enlarge the Lie algebra by adjoining to it an element F, such that 
[L, F] = f. We have in the associated formal group, 
olLWf = olAd(e-F)(L) = Ad(e -F ) (aL )  = oL[ (o -ad(L ) (e -F ) )eF]  
= aLexp ( ( l _a_ad(L) ) (F) )  = c~Lexp ( I - -a -ad(L )  ) ad--~ (f) " tl 
Set in (74), a = qK2, L = D+Oz and f = -Ah+(z) .  Then we need to compute 
1 - q-K2 ad(D+0z) 
ad(D + 0z) (-Ah+)(z)" 
For this, we show: 
LEMMA 5.5: Let B be some linear operator from A[[h]] to R[[h]], such that 
Bei --+ 0 when i --+ 00, then 
(1) ad(D + Oz)(Bh+(z)) = Ch+(z), where C = 0 o B - B o prh o O, 
(2) Ad(~D+°z )(Bh+(z)  = Gh+(z), where G = ~O oBoprh oa-O, and a = e hk, 
k scalar, 
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(3) assume that B = 0 o E - E o prA o O, with E a linear operator from A[[h]] 
to k[[h]] ,  the , ,  
O~ ad(Dq-0~)  - -  1 
ad(D + 0z) (Bh+(z))  = Fh+(z) '  
where F = a ° o E o prn o a O -- E. 
Proof: (t) is obvious. (2) is obtained by first computing 
k 
ad(D + Oz)(Bh+(z)[ei]), 
using (1). We again use this expression to obtain (3). | 
Applying Lemma 5.5 with B = A, E = h(T + U), a = q-K2, we get 
l -- q-K2 ad(D+Oz) q--K2 ad(D+0~) _ 
ad(D + 0z) ( -Ah+)(z ) "  = ad(D + 0~) l(Ah+)(z)" = Fh+(z)  ' 
with F = h(q -K2° o (T + U) o prA -- (T + U)). Therefore Lemma 5.4 gives 
_ q-K2 ad(D+0z) 
qK2(D+Oz-Ah+(z)) =- qK2(O+Gexp(1 -a-d-~ ~--~) ( -Ah+)(z ) )  
= qg~(D+Gexp([q -g20 o h(T + U) oprn -- h(T + U)]h+(z)). 
Finally, (74) gives 
qK2(o+G)exp([q -K2° o h(T + U) oprA -- h(T + U)lh+(z))e(z) = e(z)q K~(D+°z), 
so that  
q--K2D e(z)qK~D = qK2G {exp([q -K2° o h(T + U) o prA -- B(T + U)]h+ (z) )e(z) }, 
which coincides with the r.h.s, of (73). Therefore 
(75) K:DK:o((e ® q-h-)(qK2O z) )(ICD1CO) -1 = e(z) ® 1. 
Adding up (70) and (75), we get 
= -1  
The proof is similar when e(z) is replaced by the case of f (z ) .  | 
PROPOSITION 5.3: F satisfies the cocycle identity 
(76) F12(A ® 1)(F) = F23(1 ® A)(F). 
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Proof." The quasi-triangularity identities for 7~ imply that 
7~1~(h ® 1)(7~) = ~3(1  ® £)(7~). 
Therefore, we have 
F21/C12(/~ ® 1)(F21)(£ ® 1)(g) -- F32/C23(1 ®/~)(F21)(1 ® £) (g ) .  
By Lemma 5.3, it follows that 
F21(A ' ® 1)(F21)t:12(/X ® 1)(~:) = F32(1 ® A')(F21)~23(1 ®/X)(K:). 
Lemma 5.2 then implies that 
F21(A ' @ 1)(F 21) = F32(1 ® A')(F21), 
which is the same as (76), up to permutation of factors. | 
PROPOSITION 5.4: A and A are conjugated by F: we have A(z) -- FA(z )F  -1, 
for any x in Uhg. 
Proo~ We know that A' = T4AT~ -1. Since T4 -- ~F ,  it follows that FAF  -1 -= 
]~--I/v]~. But by Lemma 5.3, K:-IAt](: coincides with/~. | 
Remark 5.1: It is a general principle in R-matrix computations (see [14]) that 
factors of the R-matrix are also twists relating quantizations of conjugated Manin 
triples. We see that this principle also holds in our situation. 
5.1 ORTHOGONALS OF ~R ~. 
PROPOSITION 5.5: 
(1) The orthogonal of B n in 13 + for ( , )v~ is the span n+(R)B + of all 
~[r le[~l] . . .  e[~;], p > 0, ~i • k, r • R; 
(2) the orthogonal orb + in 13- for ( , )v~ is the span 13-n_(R) of all 
f[~x]'"f[~p]f[r],  p >_ 0, ~i • k, r • R. 
Proo~ Let us compute (e[r]e[el]... e[e;], f[rl].." f[rp+l])un~, ei • k, r, ri • R. 
Expand it as 
(e[r] ® e[ex] ..- e[ev],/V(f[rx]...f[rp+x]))uao~2 
(recall that A' is A composed with the exchange of factors). According to 
the proof of Prop. 4.4, A'(f[rx]...  f[rp+l]) can be decomposed as a sum of 
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I terms, the first factors all of which are of the form f[r ' l ] . . ,  f[r'~], r i E R. Since 
(e[r], f [ r~]. . ,  f[r'~])v~9 is always zero (either because s ¢ 1 of by isotropy of R), 
(e[r]e[el] . . . e[ep], f [ r l ] ' ' '  f[rp+l])ung = O. 
This shows that n+(R)/3 + C (/3R) ±. 
To show that n+ (R)B + is the whole of (/3~) ±, let us consider the classical limit 
of the situation. B~ C /3- is a fiat deformation of the inclusion of symmetric 
algebras S*(R) C S*(k). On the other hand, the inclusion n+(R)/3 + C /3+ is 
a flat deformation of S*(k )R  C S*(k). Finally, let/3~ be the completion of the 
span of all x[el] . . ,  x[ep], ci E k, x = e, f for i = +, - ,  and multiply (, }uh0 by 
h p on/3+ ×/3q. Then the resulting pairing is a deformation of the direct sum 
of the symmetric powers of the pairing (,)k- Since the orthogonal of S*(R) for 
this pairing is S*(k )R  (because R is maximal isotropic, see Lemma 7.2), the 
orthogonal of/3R cannot be larger than n+(R)B +. This finally shows (1). 
Let us pass to the proof of (2). Let us compute 
(e[r l ] . . .e[rp+l] , f [ rh] . . .  f[~p]f[rl}ung, r, ri E R, rli e k. 
Expand it as (A(e[rl] ..-e[rp+l]), f[r]l]--, f[rlp] ® f[r])uhg~2. From the proof of 
Proposition 4.4 follows that A(e[rl].--e[rp+l]) can be decomposed as a sum 
of terms, the second factors all of which lie in the algebra generated by the 
e[r], h+[r'], r, r' e R. 
Further decompose each of these second factors as a sum of terms of the form 
I! e[r~!] .. .  e[r~s!]h+[~l] .. .  h+[~t], r~ ,ri E R. 
The pairing of this with fir] gives 
(e[r~l] . . .  e[r~s r] ® h+[~l] -.- h+[~t], A'(f[r]))uag~2. 
A'(f[r]) is equal to the sum of 1 ® f[r] and of a sum of terms, the first factors of 
which are either 1 or of the form f[p], p E R. 
II Since = 0 (either by degree reasons if s ¢ 1 or by 
isotropy of R), the only possibly non-trivial contribution is that of 
(e[r~t] "'" e[r: ~] ® h + [41]'--h + [St], 1 ® f[r])v,g~2 ;
but the pairing of fir] with any h+[~l] -.. h+[~t] is zero. 
This shows that (e[ri]. . .  e[rp+i], f[7/1]'., f[~p]f[r])v,g 
(/3+~1 R, rli E k, so that B-n_(R)  C RJ ' 
= 0, for any r, ri E 
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The proof that B-n_(R)  is actually equal to (B+) ± is similar to the argument 
used in the proof of (1). | 
6.  Quas i -Hopf  s t ruc tures  
6.1 FACTORIZATION OF F. We now recall our aim. We would like to de- 
compose F defined in (67) as a product 
(77) F2F1, with F1 E Usg@UhI~R , F2 E UhI~R@Uhg. 
The interest of this decomposition lies in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 6.1: For any decomposition (77), the map Ad(F1) o A def/nes 
an algebra morphism from Uhgn to UhI~R@UhI~R (where the tensor product is 
completed over C[[h]]). 
Proof: Since A = Ad(F) o A, we have 
Ad(F1) o A = Ad(F2 -1) o/~. 
The first map sends UhgR to Uhg6Uh9a, and the second one to UhgR~Uag, by 
Proposition 4.4 and (77); so both maps send UhgR to 
(ghg6ghgR) n (UhgR6gh~) = ghgR~ghgR, m 
Let us now try to decompose F according to (77). Let (mi), resp. (m~) be a 
--1. Due to basis of Uhg as a left, resp. right Uhgn-module. Assume m0 = m 0 
the form of F1 and F2, we have decompositions 
F2=~( l® -''~(j),,~j)r 2 , F1 = ~F}i)(mi®l), F(li),F(j ) EUh9~:. 
i i 
It follows that we have 
(78) F = ~ F2F~i)(mi ® 1)= ~--~(1 ®m})F(J)F1. 
i j 
Let now II, resp. IY be the left, resp. right UngR-module morphisms from Un9 
to UnItR, such that H(mi) = 0 for i ¢ 0, II(1) = 1, and II'(m~) = 0 for i ¢ 0, 
H'(1) = 1. 
From (78) follows that we should have 
(79) F2F~ °) = (H @ 1)F, F(°)F1 -- (1 ® II')F. 
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We may and will assume that m~, resp. m~ contains a basis of B + as a left 
B+-module, resp. of B- as a right B~-module. Then, H maps 13+ to B +, and HI 
maps B- to B~. It follows that [(H® 1)F]-~F[(1 ®H')F] -1 belongs to B+@B -.  
Equation (79) determines the possible values of F1 and F2~ up to right, resp. 
^ 
left multiplication by elements of U~fl~ 2. 
PROPOSITION 6.2: Let Fg,n, = [(H ® 1)F]-IF[(1 ® I I ' )F]- I ;  then 
^ 
(80) Fn,ri, E Uhg~ 2. 
Proof'. Since (II @ 1)F E U~gR6Uhg, and (1 ® II ')F E Uhg@UhgR, (80) is 
equivalent to showing that 
(81) F -~[ ( I I®I )F leU+6B~,  [(l @ I I ' )F]F- l  e13+6B -. 
By Proposition 5.2, the universal R-matrices of Uhg and Uh~, 7~ and 7~ are 
such that 7~ E (UhoR@Uhg)F and 7~ 21 C F(Ung@UngR). 
Since II, resp. II ~ is a left, resp. right UngR-module morphism, it follows that 
F- I [ ( I I®I)F]  : 7~-I[(II@I)T~] and [(I®[I')F]F -1 : [(1®II')~'~21](~21) -1. 
(82) 
We will need the following result. 
LEMMA 6.1: 
(1) Let S ~ denote the skew antipode of Uhfl, then for any x E 13 +, 
(n -~, id ® x)u~ = S' (~). 
(2) Recall S is the antipode of Uhg. For any y E t3_, we have 
( -~- -1  id® Y}uh9 -~ S(Y). 
Proof." Since (A @ 1)(n -~) = (7¢-1)23(n-1)~s, 
a' : t3+ -+ Uhg+, x ~ (Ti-X, id @ x}uhg 
is an algebra morphism from B + to Uhg°+ pp (that is, Uhg+ with the opposite 
multiplication). Since S ~ is also an algebra morphism from 13+ to Ung°+ pp, it 
suffices to check that S ~ and a ~ coincide on the generators of 13+. 
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From (19) follows that S'(e(z)) = --e(z)q-((T+U)h+)(z), on the other hand 
od(e(z)) ~- (T~ -1 , id  ® e(z))uag 
= ((1 - h E e[ei] @ f[ei] + . . . )e -  ~ E~eN h+[¢ji®h-Lej], id ® e(z))v,~ 
iEZ 
= ( ( -h  E e[ei] @ f[ei])e-~ ~jeN h+[~q ®h- [¢;], id ® e(z))vh~ 
iEZ 
= ((_~) ~ e[¢~]I~lf[~,]I21e-~ E~,~ ~*I~q"J~-I°~l ~J, 
iEZ 
id ® e(z) ® q((T+V)h+)(Z)}va~ 
= --e(z)q-((T+U)h+)(z). 
In the r.h.s, of the first equality, the notation means that we perform the pairing 
of the second factors of a decomposition of T~ -1 with e(z), so this r.h.s, belongs 
to UhgR; the third equality is because (z) cannot have a nontrivial pairing with 
a product of zero or more than two f[ei]'s; in the fourth equality, we used the 
notation a[i] for 1 ®(~-1) ® a ® 1®(3-i); the last equality follows from 
((-h) E e[e~] ® f[ei], id ® e(z))v~ = -e(z), 
iEZ 
and 
(e -~ ~~e N h+[e~l®h-[e~] , id ® q((T+U)h+)(Z))ua9 = q -((T+U)h+)(z) , 
which follow from direct calculation. This finally shows the first part of the 
lemma. The proof of the second part is similar. | 
Let r E R, ¢ E B +, and let us compute (F-l[(I I  ® 1)F],id® e[r]¢)vhg. We 
find 
(F-I[( I I  ® 1)El, id ® e[r]¢)vhg 
(83) 
=<~-~-1 [(11 (~ X)T~], id ® e[r]¢>uhg 
= ~ <n -1, id ® (e[r]¢)(1)M~n (<n, id ® (e[r]~)(:)>~) 
= ~ s'(e[~](~) ¢(1))n(e[~](2)¢(2)), 
where the first equality follows from (82), and the second one from the Hopf 
algebra pairing rules. To show the third one, we remark that (e[r]¢) O) belongs 
to B +, and apply to it Lemma 6.1, 1). 
The r.h.s, of (83) is then ~-~Sl(e[r](1)¢(1))II(e[r](2)¢(2)), but since e[r] (2) E 
UhgR (see Proposition 4.4), and 11 is a left UhgR-module morphism, this is equal 
to 
E S' (e[r] (1) (~(1)) e[r] (2) H(¢(2) ) 
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or  
s'(¢(1))s'(e[r](1))eN(~)n(¢ (~)) 
(because S' is an algebra anti-automorphism of Unl~). Since E S' (e[ r ] (1) )c [ r ]  (2) : 
0, the r.h.s of (83) is equal to zero. By Lemma 5.1 (1), it then follows that 
F-l[(n ® 1)F] ~ B++B~, 
which is the first part of (81). 
The proof of the second part of (81) is similar: let r E R, ~ E B +, and let us 
compute {[(1 ® I I ' )F]F -1, ~:f[r] ® id)uh~. The Hopf algebra notation employed 
now refers to Un~. 
We find 
([(1 ® 1- I ' )F ]F  -1  , ~)jC[r] ® id}v~g --- [(1 ® I I ' )F]F -1, ~bf[r] ® id)g,~ 
= ([(1 ® H')7~](7~1)-~, Cf[~] ® id)u~ 
(84) -- Z n' ® 
( (~) -1  (¢f[~])(~) ®id)u~ 
= E IY((¢f[r])(~))S((¢f[r])(~)) 
where the first equality follows from Proposition 5.1, the second equality follows 
from (82), and third one by the Hopf algebra pairing rules. To show the last one~ 
we remark that (~:f[r]) (2) belongs to B-,  and apply to it Lemma 6.1 (2). 
The r.h.s, of (84) is then EH'(¢(1)f[r]O))S(¢(2)f[r](2)), but since fir]0) C 
Uh~R (see Lemma 4.4), and H ~ is a right UhgR-module morphism, this is equal 
to 
~'(¢(~))fM(~)~(¢(~)f[~] (~)) 
or  
n'(¢(1))f[r](')s(f[r](2>)$(¢(2)) 
(because S is an algebra anti-automorphism of Uhg). Since ~ f[r](1)s(f[r](2)) = 
0, the r.h.s of (84) is equal to zero. By Lemma 5.5 (2), it then follows that 
[(1 ® I I ' )F]F -1 e B+~B -, 
that is the second part of (81). | 
PROPOSITION 6.3: Any decomposition o fF  according to (77) is of the form 
F2 -- [(n ® 1)Y]b, F1 = a[(1 ® n')F], 
with a, b E ,,~ n , such that ab = Fn,n,. 
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Proof: Clear. | 
COI~OLLAI~Y 6.1: For any left BR-module morphism fI from B-  to B~, and any 
right B+-modute morphism fI' from B + to B +, such that rI(1) = 1,1=I'(1) = 1, 
we have 
[(II ® 1)F]-I[(I=I ® 1)F] e Uhfl@R 2, [(1 ® I=I')F][(1 ® II')F] -1 • UhflR @2. 
Proof'. This follows from the fact that any fI, l=i ' yield solutions to (77), and 
from the classification of all such solutions in Proposition 6.3. | 
CONVENTION 6.1: The expansion in h o fF  is 1 + hf + o(h), in the notation of 
Lemma 1.1. We may assume that II(f[ei]) = 0, n ' (e [ed)  = 0, for all i • N; this 
implies that (1 ® H')F = 1 + h fl + o(h), and (II ® 1)F = 1 + h f2 + o(h), so that 
Fn,ri, = 1 + o(l~). In what follows, we will only consider solutions of (77), such 
that F1 = 1 + h f l + o(h), and F2 = I + l~f2 + o(h); equivalently, the a and b of 
Proposition 6.3 have the form 1 + o(li). | 
6.2 QUASI-HOPF STRUCTURES ON UhflR AND Uhl~t. Let us choose a solution 
(F1, F2) of (77), satisfying the above requirement. Consider the algebra morphism 
AR : Uhg --~ Uhfl @2, defined as 
(85) 
define 
(86) 
PP~OPOSITION 6.4: 
AR = Ad(F1) o A = Ad(F2 -1) o A; 
= ® ® -1. 
belongs to Uhfl~ 3, and even to B + ® UhflR ~ B~. 
Proo~ (86) makes it clear that • belongs to Uhfl®2~UhflR. It can be rewritten 
as  
= (Ff lF3(1  ® ® X)(Ff l)]- l ;  
it follows that • C UhflR~Uhfl ~2. Finally, • can also be written as 
= [(1 ® AR)F1](F~-1)23F23(A ® 1)(F-1)(A ® 1)(F2)(Fl-1) 12. 
But (A ® 1)(F -1) belongs to Uhn+ ® U~g+ ® Uhn-, by Prop. 4.4. Therefore, ~5 
belongs to Uhg ® (UhgnUhg+Usgn) ® Uhg. 
can again be rewritten as 
¢ = F2-1(23) (1® h)(F1)(1 ® £)(F-1)F(12) (A ® 1)(F2)F1-102). 
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Proposition 4.4 now implies that (1 @ ?~)(F1) belongs to Uhfl ® Uhg- @ Uh~. 
Therefore, q~ belongs to Uh~ ® (UhgRUng-UhgR) ® Uh~. 
By the PBW results of sect. 3.1, the intersection of Uh~RUh~+Uh~ R and 
UngRUh~-UhgR is reduced to UhgR. Therefore, (b belongs to Uh~ ® U~gR ® U~g. 
| 
Let 
(s7) ~R = .~(1 ® S)(F1), 
with m the multiplication of Uhg. 
THEOREM 6.1: The algebra Ung, endowed with the coproduct AR, associator 
~P, counit c, antipode SR = Ad(uR) o S, respectively de/~ned in (85), (86), (22), 
(23), (24), (87), and R-matrix 
(88) 7~R = [a21(II ' ® 1)(F21)]qD®K q ½ E~eN h+[e']®h-[e'][(II ® 1)(F)Fn,n,a-1], 
is a quasi-triangular quasi-Hopf algebra. UngR is a sub-quasi-Hopf algebra of it.
Moreover, TtR belongs to Uh~R@Uh~. 
Proof'. The statement on Uhg follows directly from [6], section 1, Remark 5. 
That UngR is a sub-quasi-bialgebra of Un~ follows from Proposition 6.1 and 
Proposition 6.4. Let us now show that SR preserves UhgR. 
We have E~ x~SR(z~) : e(x), for x e Uhg, where AR(x) = E~ x~®x~. Let ( .~)  
be a basis of Uhg as a left UhgR-module, with m0 = 1. Set SR ---- ~-~ S(~)m~, with 
S (~) some linear map from Uh~R to itself. Then for a ¢ 0, ~-'~i (~) xiS R (x~) = 0. 
Let us show that this implies that S(R ~) = 0. 
Assume that for some a, S(R ~) is not 0. Dividing it by the largest possible 
power of h, we may assume that its classical limit ~(~) is non-zero. ~(~) is then ~ R,cl ~ R,cl 
a map from U~R to itself, such that V' ~ .~(a) z-~i R ,d (Y i )  = 0 for any y E UgR, where 
A(y) = ~ i  Y~ ® Y~" We then check by induction on the degree of y that ~(~) = 0, ~ R,cl 
a contradiction. 
So SR = S~ ), and SR preserves UhgR. 
That T~R belongs to UMJR~Uh~ follows clearly from (88). | 
6.3 ADELIC ALGEBRAS. In [6], Drinfeld also defined an adelic version of 
the Manin pair (a ® k, a ® R). Let A be the ring of adeles of X and C(X) be 
the field of meromorphic functions of X. Let us define on A the scalar product 
{f, g}A = ~'~ex res~(fgw). Endow a @ A with the scalar product of the Killing 
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form of a with (, }A. The Lie algebra  ® C(X) is then a Lagrangian subspace of 
a @ A; the pair (a ® A, a @ C(X)) then forms a Manin pair. 
It is easy to double extend it as in section 1.2. The construction of quasi° 
Hopf algebras presented here then can be applied to yield an "adelic" quasi-Hopf 
algebra quantizing this Manin pair. 
6.4 QUANTUM WEYL GROUP ACTION. The Weyl group W of a naturally 
maps to the group of automorphisms of the Manin pair (g, gR). There is an 
algebra automorphism w of Uhg, deforming the action of the nontrivial element 
of W. It is defined by the rules 
(w.e)(z)  = - (qKO(qh-f)) (z), (w" :)(z) 
w(h+[r]) = -h+Ir],  w(h-[;~]) = -h-[~],  w(D) = D,w(K)  = K, 
where r • R,)~ • A and (w . x)(z) = ~e~ w(x[e~])ei(z), x -- e, f . 
Note that w does not preserve UhgR, and w 2 ¢ 1. 
7. Analogues and generalizations of Uhg 
7.1 REPLACING qKO BY A GENERAL AUTOMORPHISM. The algebras Uhg 
presented in section 2.3 admit the following generalizations. Let a be a ring 
automorphism of k, commuting with 0 and preserving R and (, }k. Then we can 
form an algebra Uhgk,~ with the same generators as Uhg (except K),  replacing 
in all relations qKO by a. For example, (6) becomes 
[h+[r], h-[,~]] = h((1 - ~- l ) r ,  "~)k, 
etc. Expressing the action of Ad(q KD) on Uhg and replacing qKO by a in the 
resulting formulas, we obtain an (outer) automorphism E of Uhgk,o. The formulas 
for E are 
E(q-((T+V)h+)(Z)Z(Z)) = a-l(q-((T+V)h+)(Z)X(Z)), E(D) = D, 
E(h +[r]) = h+[a(r)], 
E(h-[A]) = h-[(a(A))A] + h÷[a((T + U)A) - (T + V)((a(A))h)], 
x = e, f; in the r.h.s, of the first formula, a -1 is applied to the function part. 
Note that Ungn is a subalgebra of Ungk,~, and that E restricts to an automor- 
phism of Ungn. 
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If a is finite, then we can find some ~- such that the formulas defining the action 
of E on x(z) are simply E(x(z)) = (7-1(X(Z)), X = e, f .  Indeed, in that case the 
equation 
(or ® a)~- -- ~- -t- E [T (a ( (a - l (e i ) )A ) )  -- T(ei)] ® e i = 0 
iEN 
can easily be solved. 
If moreover a(A) = A, then E coincides with a -1 also on the generating series 
hi(z). 
Remark 7.I: As in Remark 1.1, the algebra Uhgk,o (without D) can be gener- 
alized with k, (1, ")k, R C k and a replaced by an arbitrary Frobenius algebra 
(k0, 0) with a Lagrangian subalgebra and an automorphism, preserving the scalar 
product and the subalgebra; and the full algebra Ungk,o can be generalized to 
the case where k0 is endowed in addition with a derivation 00 commuting with 
the automorphism, and such that 0 o 00 = 0. 
Remark 7.2: It seems difficult to combine the above action with the quantum 
Weyl group action of section 6.4 to give quantizations of more general "twisted" 
Manin pairs of Drinfeld. In that situation, X is endowed with an involution a 
preserving w and S, and the Manin pair is defined in the algebra (s[2 ® k) z/2z, 
where the action of Z/2Z is by the tensor product of the Weyl group action with 
a. The difficulty is that E has finite order whereas w has infinite order. If after 
conjugation, w could be brought to a form preserving Uhgn, it might happen 
that the procedure described here applies. 
7.2 DISCRETE ANALOGUES. Let us formally express the algebra relations of 
Uhfh using the new generating series K+(z) = q((T+U)h+)(z) and K - (z )  = qh-(z). 
Let us replace the expression q2~,eN((T+U)ed(z)c~(w) by q(z,w). Using (1), we 
formally derive the equation 
(89) q(z,w)q(w, z) = 1; 
let us also note (qKOf)(z) as f(a- l(z)) .  
become 
(9o) 
(91) 
(92) 
Then the formulas presenting Uhg 
q(z,w) 
(K+(z ) ,K+(w) )  = 1, (K+(z ) ,K - (w) )  - 
q(z,~,(w)) ' 
(K - (z ) ,  K - (w) )  - q(a(z), a(w)) 
q(z,w) ' 
(K+(z ) ,e (w) )  = q(z,w),  (K - (z ) ,e (w) )  = q(w,a(z)) ,  
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(93) 
(94) 
(95) 
(K+(z) , f (w))  = q(w,z), (K - (z ) , f (w) )  = q(z,w), 
(e(z), e(w)) = q(z, w), (f(z), f (w)) = q(w, z), 
[~(z),/(w)] = ~,~K +(z) - ~z,~(~)K- (w)-~. 
We used the standard notation (a,b) for the group commutator aba-lb-1; we 
also multiplied f(z) by h, and replaced 6(z, w) by 6z,~. We have also the trivial 
relations 
(96) K±(z)Km(z) -1 = K±(z ) - IK i ( z )  = 1. 
Generators K i ( z ) ,  K±(z) -1, e(z) and f(z) and relations (90), (91), (92), (93), 
(94), (95) can be thought of as presenting a complex algebra A(Z, a, q) defined 
from the data of a discrete set Z, a map a : Z --+ Z, and a function q : Z 2 --+ C × , 
satisfying (89). It is easy to see that a basis for A(Z, a, q) is formed by the family 
1-[zeze(Z) ~ [Izez K+(z) '~+ 1--[zez K-(z)'~: l-I~ez f(z) "z, e,,W, E N, ~ E Z. 
The quantum Weyl group action of section 6.4 then has the following discrete 
analogue. Assume a to be invertible. Then there is an automorphism wz of 
A(Z, a, q), defined by the formulas 
wz(e(z))=-K-( (7-1(z)) f (cr - l (z) ) ,  wz( f ( z ) )=-e(z )K+(z )  -1, 
wz (K i (z)) = K i (z)-l. 
In the case where a = idz, the discrete analogue of the coalgebra structure of 
Uhg is then given by 
A(K±(z))  = Ki (z )  ® K±(z), A(e(z)) = e(z) @ K+(z) + 1 @ e(z), 
A(f(z)) = f(z) ® 1 + K- (z )  -1 ® f(z). 
The subalgebras A+(Z, id z , q) and A_ ( Z, id z , q) of A ( Z, id z , q) generated by the 
e(z) and K + (z) +1, resp. by the f(z) and K - (z )  i l  then form Hopf subalgebras of
A(Z, idz, q). If A+ (Z, idz, q) is given the opposite coproduct, hey are in duality, 
the pairing being defined by (e(z), f(w)) = 5z,~, (g  + (z) ~, K - (w)  ~') = q(z, w) ~', 
c,c / = 1 or - i .  
Remark 7.3: It is also natural to ask whether the formal series in h, z and w 
given by exp(2h~--~i((T + U)h+)(z)ei(w)) has an analytic prolongation. It could 
then happen that the relations defining A(Z, a, q) can be represented over C in 
a weak sense - as relations between analytic prolongations of matrix coefficients 
of operators acting on highest weight modules. 
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Remark 7.4: In the situation where k and R are replaced by a finite dimensional 
Frobenius algebra and a maximal isotropic subring of it, an expression for F is 
(97) F = exp(h E e[e i] ® f[ei]), 
i 
for (d), (ei) two dual bases of k. As it was pointed out in [4], this result is 
no longer true when k is infinite-dimensional. For example, such results as the 
commutativity of ~-]i e[d] ® f[ei] with e(z) @ K+(z) + 1 @ e(z) cease to be true 
in the case where (k, R) are associated to a curve with marked points. This is 
because, by vanishing properties of 1 + a0¢+ (see [11]), the defining relations only 
imply an identity 
(z - q-°w)[(e ® f)(z), (e @ q(T+U)h+)(w)] = 0, 
so that 
[(e ® f)(z), (e @ q(T+U)h+)(W)] = A(z)5(z,q-°w), 
for some field A(z), so that [~i  e[ Ei] @ f[ei], (e @ q(T+U)h+)(w)] = A(q-°w). 
In [4], an expression for F, well-defined up to order 2, was proposed in the 
quantum affine case and checked up to that order. 
It would be interesting to obtain expressions for F is the framework of [13]; 
one could expect o check their coincidence with those of [14]. 
An earlier version of the present work used a (wrong) generalization of (97) to 
the infinite-dimensional setting; after that, the works [8, 9] were completed, re- 
lying on this work. However, after F is defined by Definition 5.1, all results 
of that version are correct, except those involving commutation relations of 
~~ e[~ i] ® f[~]. This shows that the only corrections to [8, 9] are to replace 
the definition of F based on the generalization of (97) by Definition 5.1. 
8. Append ix :  max imal  isotropy of r ings 
Let A be the adeles ring of X, and C(X) be the field of functions over X. Define 
on A the bilinear pairing (,)A by 
(f,g}A = E resx(fgw). 
xEX 
In [6], Drinfeld made the following statement. 
LEMMA 8.1: C(X) is maximal isotropic in A w.r.t. (,}A. 
Below we prove this and the similar statement 
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LEMMA 8.2: R is maxima/isotropic in k w.r.t. (,)k. 
Recall first the duality theorem ([15], II-8, Theorem 2). Let D be any divisor 
on X, and ~(D) be the space of all meromorphic forms w equal to zero or such 
that their divisor is > D. Let, on the other hand, A>-D be the space of adeles 
with divisor > -D .  Then (,)A induces a non-degenerate pairing 
f~(D) x (A/(A_>-D + C(X))) ~ C. 
Proof of Lemma 8.1: The isotropy of C(X) follows from the residue formula. 
Let ~ be the space of all meromorphic forms on X, and let us now show that the 
pairing 
(98) f~ x (A/C(X))  -~ C 
is also non-degenerate. Let f C A/C(X)  have vanishing pairing with ~. Then for 
any divisor D, the pairing of its image in A/(A>-D + C(X)) with any element 
of Q(D) is zero, which means that f belongs to A>__D/(A>__D (] C(X)) for any 
D, and so is zero. 
The lemma now follows from the non-degeneracy of (98). | 
Proof of Lemma 8.2: Let for any divisor D with support in S, k>D be the space 
of elements of k with divisor _>/). 
LEMMA 8.3: Let Do be a divisor of X,  supported in S. Then the mappings 
A --~ k induces an isomorphism ofA/(A>_-vo + C(X)) with k/(k>_-Vo + R). 
Proof." Let D = n(~-]~e s 8). For n large enough, D _> (wo) and f~(D) = 0; 
by the duality theorem, this implies that A/(A>_-D + C(X)) = 0, and so A = 
A>__-D + C(X). Let Do be a divisor < D, then A>-Vo C A_>-D, so 
A/(A>_.o + C(X)) = (A>__D + C(X))/(A>-Do + C(X)) 
= A>_-D/(A>_-Do 4- (C(X) FI A>_-D)). 
Let for any n, Qn = A>_n(~sesS)/(A>_-D0 4- (C(X)NA>__n(~-~sess)) ) • For 
the same n as above, the natural maps Qn --+ Q,,+I are isomorphisms. On the 
other hand, we have a map Qn --+ k/(k>-Do + R); its kernel is the set of adeles 
> -n(~-~se s s), > -Do,  and in R, so is zero. So Q,, --+ k/(k>-Do +R) is injective; 
it is also surjective, as we can see by composing it with a suitable Q,, ~ Qm, m 
large enough, so it is an isomorphism. | 
From the duality theorem it now follows that for Do like in Lemma 7.3, the 
residue pairing 
f~(Do) x (k/(k>_-Do + R)) ~ C 
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is non-degenerate. Let us specialize Do to Do,m = -m(~,E  S s); then the nat- 
ural maps induce an inductive system ~o,m C ~o,m' and a projective system 
k/(k>_-Vo.m, + R) -+ k/(k>-Do,,~ + R), rn ~ m', compatible with the duality. It 
follows that the induced pairing between the inductive and projective limits is 
non-degenerate. Since [-Jm_>o ~(Do,,~) is the set of forms on X regular outside S, 
and w has neither zeros nor poles outside S, this space is equal to wR. On the 
other hand, limm>_o k/(k>-Do,m + R) = k/R.  We conclude that the pairing 
wR × (k /R)  -~ C 
induced by the residue is non-degenerate, whence the lemma. | 
Remark 8.1: Another proof of Lemma 7.2 can be obtained following [6], section 
2. 
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